


Motivation letter guide
How to get to the Forum and don’t fail?

That is what helps you – a motivation letter!

At the root of this phrase is «motivation» – therefore you need to try to explain the 
reasons why you want to participate in Forum of Millennium Development Goals. This is 
the main point of the letter.

Don’t start with the future. Keep the chronology and briefly describe what happened 
to you in the past and what brought you to the Forum. Every experience is useful, so do 
not be afraid to share it!

Then you can move on to the future - describe what you expect from the Forum 
(and what would you like it to be), why is it valuable for you, and what can you do for 
participation – write about your personality!

In the motivation letter you may also explain why you want to become a representative 
of a particular country in a particular committee. We believe that your choice is made not 
only according to the random number generator but, for example, due to the knowledge 
of the language of the country. Try to show the awareness of the issues relevant to the 
committee’s subject and of the country that you with all your heart would love to represent. 
Thus an expert at a final decision-making will take this into account and treat you warmly. 

Write sincerely! Of course, follow all the rules and regulations, but try to avoid 
stereotyped phrases and expressions. Do not forget about the fact that the motivation 
letter should be written in the language of the committee in which you want to participate!

Do not overwrite, try to keep to the point and mind a balance between personal 
stories and what is actually relevant to the selection of a committee and a country.

Good luck!


